This section includes publications on Kabah. Because these often deal extensively with other Puuc Region sites, some of these publications are listed also in the sections on Uxmal, Sayil, or Labná. Most books on larger topics, such as the Puuc region, Yucatán, or Maya architecture, are listed only under those categories.

Three hundred photographs of Kabah are reproduced on this web site.  
http://academic.reed.edu/uxmal/kabahmap.html

**ARTstor**
Available on the web through ARTstor subscription at:  
http://www.artstor.org/index.shtml  
(accessed 2007 Dec. 8)

This is one of the two most extensive, publically available collections of early photographs of Uxmal, Kabah, Sayil, and Labná, either in print or on the web. The other equally large collection, also on the web, is hosted by the Peabody Museum of Archeology and Ethnography, Harvard Univesrsity (which see). The photographs on the ARTstor website are from the Carnegie Institution of Washington Maya Excavations, and are also housed at the Peabody.
Some of the same photographs appear on both web sites. The photographs include distant views, views of individual buildings, including lesser known structures, interiors, many details of collapsing sections and individual pieces of fallen architectural sculpture, reliefs, etc. Both sets of photographs show some structures as discovered, some uncovered, and some at various early stages of restoration.

The main differences are that the ARTstor images can be opened larger and at higher resolution, allowing viewers to examine the images in greater detail, a significant advantage for photographs of these elaborate and much restored Maya sites. Also, as of December 2007, the catalogue information posted with the ARTstor images is much more extensive than that on the Peabody site. However, ARTstor images are only available at subscribing institutions in the United States, whereas the Peabody images can be viewed by anyone with Internet connection anywhere in the world.

The Carnegie Institution of America photographs were taken between 1913 and 1957 during the Maya expeditions sponsored by the CIW.

On the ARTstor web site, there are 462 images of Uxmal, 330 of Kabah, 235 of Sayil, and 193 of Labná. The images can be opened full screen-size and larger. Most are magnificent, grey-scale photographs, highly professional and superbly lit for maximum detail and legibility.

Calero, V.

The author claims that the name “Kabah” must derive from the colossal stone statue with a cobra in its hand, found in a noble place in the city of Kabah. There is a discussion of related Maya terms.
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Carrasco Vargas, Ramón, and Eduardo Pérez De Heredia Puente

The authors establish an archaeological sequence for the phases of development at Kabah, describing the related structures for each phase. They then identify a sequence of 4 rulers of Kabah, each represented on a Kabah doorway lintel or jamb. One of each of the 4 rulers is illustrated. The 1st ruler was represented on a lintel (removed by Stephens, later destroyed in a fire) from the Building of the Red Hands, in the Northwest section of Kabah. The 2nd ruler is represented on a doorjamb (now in the American Museum of Natural History in New York) from structure 2A3, now largely destroyed and collapsed, in the observatory plaza. The 3rd ruler is represented on a doorjamb and monumental sculpture on the rear of the Codz Poop. The 4th ruler is also represented on a doorjamb of the Building of the Red Hands, but from a different level of the building. The authors describe and compare these representations of the 4 rulers in detail. They also illustrate and describe several glyph panels, based on data obtained in the 1990 to 1992 excavations, providing essential evidence for their chronological sequence. One important conclusion is that Kabah seems to have survived later than Uxmal, based on the latest dates at the 2 sites, 987 at Kabah, 905 at Uxmal.

Carrasco Vargas, Ramón, Eduardo Perez Herdia. Sylvianne Boucher, Antonio Centeno, Dloroee Ballesteros and José Ligorred

Carrasco Vargas, Ramón, et al.
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A series of 8 sections on individual sites. There are 32 pages on Uxmal, 5 on Kabah, 7 on Sayil, and 13 on Labná. These are well illustrated, though mostly with small, weak, brown-tone photographs. Notable are photographs of models of the Nunnery Quadrangle, Pyramid of the Magician, and Governor’s House, Uxmal; Palace, Kabah; and Arch and another structure at Labná. Several other photographs are valuable in showing portions of the architecture before restoration.
This is one of the two most extensive, publically available collections of early photographs of Uxmal, Kabah, Sayil, and Labná, either in print or on the web. The other equally large collection is also on the web, hosted by ARTstor (which see), which earlier this month posted on their web site early photographs from the Carnegie Institution of Washington Maya Excavations, which are now also housed at the Peabody.

Some of the same photographs appear on both web sites. These include distant views, views of individual buildings, including lesser known structures, interiors, many details of collapsing sections and individual pieces of fallen architectural sculpture, reliefs, etc. Both sets of photographs show structures as discovered, some uncovered, and some at various early stages of restoration.

The main differences are that the ARTstor images can be opened larger and at higher resolution, allowing viewers to examine the images in greater detail, a significant advantage for photographs of these elaborate and much restored Maya sites. Also, as of December 2007, the catalogue information posted with the ARTstor images is much more extensive than that on the Peabody site. However, ARTstor images are only available at subscribing institutions in the United States, whereas the Peabody images can be viewed by anyone with Internet connection anywhere in the world.

On the Peabody web site, there are 426 images of Uxmal, 347 of Kabah, 197 of Sayil, and 374 of Labná. The images can be opened mid-size, ca. 640 x 460 ppi. Nearly all appear to be from the very late 19th and early 20th centuries, though there are also recent color photographs of some artifacts. Not surprisingly, some of the photographs are badly faded, though most are in remarkably good condition.
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Salazar Ortegón, Ponciano

Photographs of the Codz Poop, Kabah, showing restoration over the years, are reproduced on this web site:
Front
http://academic.reed.edu/uxmal/galleries/thumbnails/kabah/kabah-codzpoopf.htm
Back
http://academic.reed.edu/uxmal/galleries/thumbnails/kabah/kabah-codzpoopb.htm

A detailed examination of the 1950-52 reconstruction of the Codz Poop at Kabah. The author first reviews the geographic environment, literary evidence, twenty-two previous explorers, and evidence for dating from the architecture, ceramics, and inscriptions. There follows a sixty-two page systematic account of the 1950-52 exploration, reconstruction, and consolidation, with conclusions and bibliography. There are highly informative, with rarely published photos taken before, during, and
after. An appendix catalogues the ornamental pieces of the façade. Finally, there are large sheets of careful archaeological diagrams of the Codz Pop platform, the hieroglyphic altar, the façade and various details.

Simpson, Jon Eric S.

The two New York relief panels are reproduced on this web site. http://academic.reed.edu/uxmal/galleries/thumbnails/kabah/Kabah-RedHands.htm

Smyth, Michael P.

The most up-to-date one page summary of Kabah including brief bibliography, pointing out that “recent work by Carrasco and his colleagues suggests that the total mass of architectural construction may be greater at Kabah than at . . . Uxmal, prompting researchers to reassess its role in the regional settlement hierarchy.”